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Limitations of Sustainable Development 

The opportunity to transition from tried-and-true construction methods and energy-

intensive economic drivers is a privilege closely held by communities, countries and economies 

with the financial, leadership, scientific and other resources to look for and pursue alternatives. 

But what about communities, countries and economies where tried-and-true but energy-intensive 

approaches are the only realistic options? 

 

The gap between the privilege to pursue a sustainable lifestyle and the availability of 

innovative and expensive sustainable options is not the only downside of a focus on sustainable 

development, but it is a real one. The organization International Young Nature friends identifies 

these and related limitations affecting developing countries in the following way: 

 

 Developing countries often don't have the financial resources to plan and implement 

sustainable projects. 

 War-torn or famine-stricken countries may be forced to face other priorities first, even if 

the lack of sustainable development may have contributed to those circumstances in the 

first place. 

 Many unstable governments are unwilling to manage or incapable of managing the 

tension between ready profit and the long-term costs of shifting toward sustainable 

development, even when those long-term investments might pay off in the future. 

Sustainable development. Two big words that capture even bigger goals and priorities 

and plenty of tension within them. Finding the balance between immediate needs and the 

sustainable satisfaction of those immediate needs in a way that improves rather than 

impairs our natural world is essential. To pretend that won't be hard would be 

irresponsible. To give up in the face of that difficulty would be even worse. 

 

One of the main obstacles that the application of sustainable policies finds itself in is the 

duality that exists between the need for solutions and strategies that transcend borders since it is 

a cooperation that today is not being produced, much less there are visos of a hopeful future. 

http://www.iynf.org/2018/08/a-guide-to-sustainable-development-and-its-challenges-in-developing-countries/
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Currently, unfortunately, global patterns of production and consumption go in the opposite 

direction to that required by a sustainability policy. However, everything that glitters is not gold, 

and there are also numerous negative elements in sustainable policies. 

Governance itself has to face a constant uncertainty, because there are many aspects that must be 

married to achieve a result that achieves that desired sustainability. 

And, in the same way, even the tools considered more sustainable, such as organic farming or 

renewable energy sources have a host of drawbacks that need to be tackled intelligently in order 

to really help that sustainability. 

Thus, although sustainable development can help to end poverty in the world and adjust social 

inequalities, addressing human needs in a fairer way and reorienting technology to respect the 

planet and ensure its long-term viability, there are also negative consequences. 

Among others, that change of mentality that is demanded would hurt the big capitals, which 

means that a radical transformation of society would be necessary so great that it is difficult to 

trust that it will happen. 

Do not abuse nature, the human being or turn the economy into an instrument that enriches only 

a few is the goal of sustainable theory, a paradigm that today invites you to dream and, of course, 

also to fight to do so reality. A better world is possible. 

Cost 

Although intentions are good, carrying them out costs work because it is about reducing 

or completely dispensing with energy that already supplies part of the population with a new one, 

changing infrastructure, consumption habits and this whole transition can be very expensive 

In this sense, the perspective also influences from the point of view, because the countries of the 

first world would not have much difficulty in adopting new forms of energy, but in the 

developing nations, it would not be possible to assume these expenses. 

Unemployment in some areas 
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Changes to preserve and care for ecosystems and biodiversity can cause several industries 

to reduce their activities or, in the last case, stop them altogether. This can bring unemployment 

for many people who have dedicated their whole lives to work in a single sector, such as the coal 

industry. 

Although in sustainability a better quality of life is contemplated in the future, it does not take 

into account the collateral effects for the population in the present 

Fragile Commitment 

As the transition to a more environmentally friendly industry is more costly and difficult 

to meet because of the points mentioned above, there is a risk that the commitment made with 

society is not so serious. This inconvenience would occur because the results obtained are 

generally long-term, but in places that are just developing, it may not be possible to wait so long. 

 

More requirements 

The companies, plants, factories and others responsible for affecting the environment 

would have more requirements to function, such as reducing their carbon dioxide emissions or 

correct treatment of their waste, and although they seem necessary and common sense, not 

everyone could meet them without compromising their efficiency and their work, in addition to 

the entry requirements would be very high for small companies. 
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